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Files to install Maxima can be downloaded from the Files section in the Sourceforge repository.
That section contains links to various different versions and releases of Maxima. The section
Recent Releases on the right or at the bottom of this page shows the most recent releases and
clicking on a release number will show the Change Log for it. It is also possible to test Maxima
without installing it, by using a Maxima online interface. Most Linux distributions include a
Maxima package that can be installed with the package manager. Distributions based on. Be
aware that the complete Maxima code might come split into several packages; some
functionalities might not work if some of those packages have not been installed. You can
chose one of the files named: name-version. The minimum set of packages that must be
installed are maxima and maxima-exec-clisp. Since they both depend on each other, they
should be installed with a single rpm command:. You may also want to install maxima-xmaxima
, which provides the Xmaxima front-end and one of the graphic engines used by some of
Maxima's plotting commands. The maxima-lang packages provide translations of the manual
into various languages, although none of those translations are complete. Maxima-Linux
Contains. To be able to run Maxima, both maxima-common and at least one of the above
binaries have to be installed. Most systems contain a program that automatically installs. If that
isn't the case the following command will install packages:. If dpkg claims that some
dependencies aren't fulfilled the required packages an automatic install and download of these
can be triggered by issuing the following command:. Maxima is also part of the
distribution-independent snap package of wxMaxima. Informations about installing snaps can
be found here. The download instructions and links can be found in the Maxima on Android
page. Source Code In systems not included in the previous list or if you want to build a more
recent Maxima version or with a different Lisp flavor, get the source code from the
Maxima-source subsection. The most recent development version of the source code can be
downloaded from the GIT repository. That page shows the git command that should be used to
obtain a complete copy of the repository. For Windows a nightly build can be downloaded from
Wolfgang Dautermann's Website that also provides detailed results of compilation and
testbench runs on many different lisps. For Ubuntu Linux nightly builds of maxima are provided
at launchpad. Even if there is no guarantee that a nightly build will work, the Maxima team tries
to keep its codebase as stable as possible which means that if something is broken in the
nightly build which did work in the release this information normally is important for the
developers. The Xmaxima and Imaxima interfaces are part of the Maxima project and they come
included with Maxima. The links to download other independent front-ends can be found in the
Projects Related to Maxima section. Downloads Files to install Maxima can be downloaded from
the Files section in the Sourceforge repository. Linux Using a Linux package Most Linux
distributions include a Maxima package that can be installed with the package manager. Since
they both depend on each other, they should be installed with a single rpm command: rpm -ivh
maxima-x. Manually installing maxima on debian-based systems Maxima-Linux Contains. It
should be reasonably fast and able to run even on systems with no sbcl installed. It might be
considerably faster or slower than sbcl, depending on the task. Performance-wise it normally
ranges between clisp and sbcl. It should be extremely memory-efficient and able to run on every
system that has a similar clisp to that maxima was compiled with installed. Android The
download instructions and links can be found in the Maxima on Android page. Nightly builds
For Windows a nightly build can be downloaded from Wolfgang Dautermann's Website that also
provides detailed results of compilation and testbench runs on many different lisps. Front-ends
The Xmaxima and Imaxima interfaces are part of the Maxima project and they come included
with Maxima. Recent Releases. Click on a version number to see the list of main changes.
Maxima is a system for the manipulation of symbolic and numerical expressions, including
differentiation, integration, Taylor series, Laplace transforms, ordinary differential equations,
systems of linear equations, polynomials, sets, lists, vectors, matrices and tensors. Maxima
yields high precision numerical results by using exact fractions, arbitrary-precision integers
and variable-precision floating-point numbers. Maxima can plot functions and data in two and
three dimensions. The source code for all systems and precompiled binaries for Windows and
Linux are available at the SourceForge file manager. Maxima is a descendant of Macsyma, the
legendary computer algebra system developed in the late s at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. It is the only system based on that effort still publicly available and with an active
user community, thanks to its open source nature. Macsyma was revolutionary in its day, and
many later systems, such as Maple and Mathematica, were inspired by it. The Maxima branch of
Macsyma was maintained by William Schelter from until he passed away in It was his efforts
and skill which have made the survival of Maxima possible, and we are very grateful to him for
volunteering his time and expert knowledge to keep the original DOE Macsyma code alive and
well. Since his death, a group of users and developers has formed to bring Maxima to a wider

audience. Maxima is updated very frequently, to fix bugs and improve the code and the
documentation. We welcome suggestions and contributions from the community of Maxima
users. Most discussion is conducted on the Maxima mailing list. Box Oak Ridge TN William F.
Schelter Dept. Accordingly, William F. Distribution of such derivative works is subject to the U.
We have enclosed a current list of the countries which are considered sensitive and require
approval through DOE Headquarters. If you intend to make your derivative work s available
under the GPL gnu public license via the Internet, the previous paragraph should be included in
the GPL and should accompany other modifications, enhancements or derivative works of your
program. We would appreciate getting copies of such derivatives and would adhere to the
dissemination limitation markings which you define. Sincerely, Delores F. Maxima, a Computer
Algebra System Maxima is a system for the manipulation of symbolic and numerical
expressions, including differentiation, integration, Taylor series, Laplace transforms, ordinary
differential equations, systems of linear equations, polynomials, sets, lists, vectors, matrices
and tensors. Recent Releases. Click on a version number to see the list of main changes.
Recent News. You seem to have CSS turned off. Please don't fill out this field. It provides nice
display of mathematical output and easy access to Maxima functions through menus and
dialogs. Do you have a GitHub project? Now you can sync your releases automatically with
SourceForge and take advantage of both platforms. One of the best wxWidget-based GUI tool,
especially for those who works with mathematics. Hi, I've installed this app and I'm failing to get
it running. I'm using a mac, if anyone has this app running successfully could you pls help!!
This application is awesome, you can enter your symbolic equations, see them nicely formatted
and printed and modify and manipulate them. Quick and easy to install, and nice and
responsive. If you want to paste an equation into a Word processor, you can right click and
copy MathML. So thank you and awesome work you guys! I am not aware of any other free
application which does this, except for Sage. Sage is probably more powerful but requires a
linux environment or virtual box fine with that so it is not as easy to obtain or set up. Sage does
not have a graphic user interface by default, although it does have the Notebook web page
option. The Notebook is similarly a number of cells, and can show plots and so on. It does have
an option to TypeSet the display, which shows the equations as nicely formatted as you see in
wxMaxima. But I think wxMaxima is a little more responsive and easier to get out of the box.
Also if you recall a file, you can continue working at the bottom, whereas with a Sage notebook,
you need to reevaluate everything first every time. Please provide the ad click URL, if possible:.
Oh no! Some styles failed to load. Help Create Join Login. Application Development. Operations
Management. IT Management. Project Management. Resources Blog Articles. Menu Help Create
Join Login. As of , this project can be found here. Get project updates, sponsored content from
our select partners, and more. Full Name. Phone Number. Job Title. Company Size Company
Size: 1 - 25 26 - 99 - - 1, - 4, 5, - 9, 10, - 19, 20, or More. Get notifications on updates for this
project. Get the SourceForge newsletter. JavaScript is required for this form. No, thanks. Project
Samples. Project Activity. Categories Mathematics , Education. Follow wxMaxima wxMaxima
Web Site. Then your future releases will be synced to SourceForge automatically. Sync Now.
User Ratings 4. User Reviews Filter Reviews: All. Report inappropriate content. Thanks for
helping keep SourceForge clean. X You seem to have CSS turned off. Briefly describe the
problem required :. Upload screenshot of ad required :. Sign Up No, Thank you. Work Type.
During this difficult time Maxima is here to assist the community wherever we can. For more
information and resources click here. The health and wellbeing of our staff, custome
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telecaster hh wiring diagram
land rover 40 engine
rs, apprentices and trainees and host employers is important to us and we will continue to
follow advice and recommendations from Australian federal and state health authorities.
Around 4. With a passion for customer service, a can-do attitude, and a little support from
Maxima Joblink, Mitchell has gained his ideal role Did you know the first official resume was
created by Leonardo da Vinci more than years ago? He might be considered one of the Did you
know that on average, every Australian will have 17 jobs across three different industries in
their working lives? Thanks to Twenty-two-year-old Daniel Portlock has found career success
and cemented his position at the City of Adelaide working as a Civic Events Out of Work? We
are here to help. COVID Corporate Update The health and wellbeing of our staff, customers,
apprentices and trainees and host employers is important to us and we will continue to follow
advice and recommendations from Australian federal and state health authorities.

